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Abstract: We report on a fundamental new property of level anticrossing of impurity states
in semiconductor quantum dots, which can be used for fine tuning of the quantum dots’ energy
spectrum for photovoltaic applications.
OCIS codes: (160.4236) Nanomaterials; (250.5590) Quantum -well, -wire, and -dot devices.

1.

Introduction

Colloidal semiconductor nanocrystals, also known as quantum dots, have unique optical and electronic properties that
are controlled by their size, shape and chemical composition [1]. Doping of quantum dots with impurity atoms or ions
is another method of tuning their physical properties, giving rise to many useful optical phenomena [2]. The presence
of various impurities provides the basis for applications of quantum dots in nanodevices such as transistors [3], lightemitting diodes [4], bioimaging labels [5], chemical sensors [6], solar cells [7], and spintronic devices [8].
Since most of the optical properties of doped nanostructures strongly depend on their size, the study of the size
dependencies of nanostructure impurity levels is a problem of both fundamental and applied significance. Precise,
yet rather complex and time-consuming methods of single quantum-dot spectroscopy [9] allows one to resolve this
problem experimentally. In this paper, we theoretically show that the simultaneous exposure of charge carriers to the
Coulomb and confining potentials results in two different contributions to the size dependence of the quantum dot
energy spectrum. The confining potential ceases to determine the structure of the spectrum with an increase of the
quantum dot size while the Coulomb potential starts to dominate. As a consequence, the energies of some impurity
states can accidentally coincide in quantum dot of a particular size. By examining the ordering of the energy levels
for two limiting cases of small and large spherical quantum dots, we show that this accidental degeneracy is inherent
to doped quantum dots regardless of their shape and composition. The degeneracy is removed by any interaction
between the degenerate states, leading to the anticrossings in the size dependencies of the respective energy levels.
Anticrossings engineering through varying the strength of the interaction enables one to precisely control the optical
properties of quantum dots, as desired for photovoltaic applications.
2.

Results

Consider a donor hydrogenic impurity in a spherical quantum dot of radius R. The impurity comprises a positive ion
of charge Ze, which is located at the quantum dot center and coupled through the Coulomb interaction to an electron
of charge −e and effective mass me . By assuming that the quantum dot boundary is impenetrable to the electron, one
can find the wave functions and energy spectrum of the impurity from the Schrödinger equation


h̄2 2
∇ +V (r) Ψ(r) = EΨ(r),
(1)
−
2me
in which the confining potential is given by

V (r) =

−α/r, r < R
,
∞, r ≥ R

with α = Ze2 /ε0 and ε0 being the low-frequency permittivity of the quantum dot.

(2)
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Fig. 1. (a) Number of negative-energy impurity states versus quantum dot radius R and (b) variation
of state ordering with R, illustrating formation of accidental-degeneracy points A, B, C, etc. in the
impurity energy spectrum.

Owing to the spherical symmetry of the confining potential, Eq. (1) allows an analytical solution [10], which enables a simple analysis of the absorption and photoluminescence spectra of quantum dots with donor impurities. It
is possible, in particular, to estimate the quantum dot size by finding the number of absorption peaks lying below
the fundamental absorption band. The peaks are centered at the energies of the lowest states in the quantum dot energy spectrum En,l , corresponding to different principal quantum numbers and angular momenta, n = 1, 2, 3, . . . and
l = 0, 1, 2, . . . . A more practical application is the problem of calculating the size of a quantum dot with a certain
number of impurity states within the band gap.
To qualitatively understand how the energies and ordering of impurity states depend on the quantum dot size, we
note that the impurity spectrum transforms into the spectrum of an infinitely high potential well without an impurity
when α = 0, and becomes similar to the hydrogen-like spectrum for R  rB , where rB = h̄2 /(me α)is the effective
(0)
2 /(2m R2 ) in the first case is determined by the zeros ξ of the
Bohr radius. The ordering of energy levels En,l = h̄2 ξn,l
e
n,l
spherical Bessel functions of the first kind jl (z). The hydrogen-like spectrum consists of negative- and positive-energy
(i)
domains: the negative-energy spectrum Eν = −Ry/ν 2 (ν = 1, 2, 3, . . .), where Ry = me α 2 /(2h̄2 ) is the effective
Rydberg, is discrete; and the positive-energy spectrum E (i) (k) = Ry k2 (k > 0) is continuous.
These limiting cases show that impurity centers should exhibit discrete energy spectra which may extend to negative
energies. The negative-energy states are absent in small quantum dots, emerging one by one and growing in numbers
with the quantum dot radius. The emergence is caused by the weakening of spatial confinement and the reduction of
kinetic energy of the impurity electron, and its resulting distancing from the ion. The descend of quantum state (n, l)
from the positive-energy domain to the negative-energy domain occurs when its energy passes through zero in the
quantum dot of radius
2
ζn,2l+1
Rn,l =
rB ,
(3)
8
where ζn,2l+1 is the nth zero of the cylindrical Bessel function of the first kind J2l+1 (x).
To find the number of negative-energy impurity states in the quantum dot of radius R, one needs to determine the
pair of quantum numbers (nR , lR ) such that R < min RnR ,lR . Some algebra shows that there are
N(R) =

(nR + lR )(nR + lR + 1)
− lR − 1
2

(4)

states of different energies within the interval − Ry ≤ En,l < 0. These states are (2l + 1)-fold degenerate with respect
to the angular momentum projections, making the total number of negative-energy sates equal to (nR + lR )(nR + lR +
1)(2nR + 2lR + 1)/6 − (lR + 1)2 . Figure 1(a) shows the staircase function N(R), the steps of which correspond to new
negative-energy levels EnR ,lR successively emerging in the impurity spectrum. The figure enables one to estimate the
quantum dot radius for a known number of negative-energy states, as well as to find the radius for a desired required
number of states.
Comparison of the impurity spectrum with the spectrum of the quantum dot without an ion reveals essentially
different orderings of their states. This is seen from the order of the first ten levels of the two spectra shown in Fig. 1(b)
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(0)

for R > R4,0 . By noticing that the ordering of levels En,l coincides with that in small quantum dots (with R  rB ), and
recalling that the impurity states form multiplets in large quantum dots (with R  rB ), we conclude that the energies
of the orbitally nondegenerate impurity states will sometimes coincide as they shift with the quantum dot radius. Such
an ‘accidental’ degeneracy occurs e.g. for a pair of states (2, 0) and (1, 2) in the quantum dot with R = 2rB .
Accidental degeneracy resulting from different size dependencies of impurity states is removed by the interaction of
the impurity with various excitations of the quantum dot (phonons, plasmons, excitons, etc.), external electromagnetic
fields, or interaction with the environment. This causes splitting and anticrossing of the degenerate energy levels.
The degree of degeneracy of the impurity states modified by the interaction is determined by the quantum numbers
of the initial states and the nature of the interaction. One of the simplest level-anticrossing problems, arising for the
lowest-energy accidentally degenerate states (2, 0) and (1, 2), requires solving the sixth-order secular equation. If an
interaction of strength V coupling these states does not couple the states of momentum projections m = 0, ±1, and
±2, then this equation has three different roots, two of which,


q
1
2
2
e
E1,2 + E2,0 ± (E1,2 − E2,0 ) + 4V ,
(5)
E± =
2
correspond to nondegenerate states, and one which corresponds to a four-fold degenerate state of energy E1,2 . Thus
the interaction partially removes the six-fold degeneracy of the impurity states at point A. It should be noted that the
degeneracy removal in real quantum dots is always complete due to the existence of coupling between the states of
different momentum projections, splitting the four-fold degenerate state into four components.
3.

Conclusion

We have shown that different size dependencies of impurity energy levels in quantum dots result in accidental level
degeneracies, the removal of which leads to anticrossings in the size dependencies. The coupling of impurity states,
which leads to the anticrossing, can be induced by interactions with elementary excitations residing inside the quantum
dot or an external electromagnetic field. By controlling the kinds and strengths of the interactions, one can engineer
the anticrossings and thus finely tune the optical properties of quantum dots for photovoltaic applications.
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